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Abstract 
Wireless Wireless network finds application in military environments, emergency, rescue operations and medical 
monitoring due to its self-configuring nature. As the availability of resources such as processing power, buffer 
capacity and energy are limited in wireless networks; it is required to devise efficient algorithms for packet 
forwarding. Due to the dynamic nature of the wireless environment, the traditional packet forwarding strategies 
cannot guarantee good network performance every time. This paper proposes a method for learning data flow rates 
in wireless network to improve quality of service in the network. Each node in the network learns the environment 
using reinforcement learning approach and selects appropriate neighbours for packet forwarding. In order to 
improve the learning capacity of nodes, the hierarchical docition technique is employed. Docition applied to each 
layer of network, which selects a set of special nodes which has more information about the environment and share 
this information with less informative nodes. The algorithm is tested in a geographical routing protocol and the 
results indicate improved network performance. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of ICECCS 2015. 
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1. Introduction 
In wireless multi-hop environment, the traffic characteristics are often influenced by the dynamic data flow rates 
in the multi-hops. This can have a serious impact on the Quality of service of the network. The conventional routing 
protocols1 are categorized as table-driven and on-demand. Table-driven routing protocols relied on table 
information updated periodically at each of the nodes. This resulted in high message overhead, high memory 
requirements and slow adaptation to the dynamic wireless environment. Also the connectivity among the network 
nodes is affected by the availability of its resources such as energy of the nodes, its processing power, data rate or 
 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
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interferences. One of the major challenges in the dynamic wireless environment is to develop intelligent routing 
algorithms that can ensure QoS in terms of throughput, delay and packet loss. 
In a wireless network, group of nodes communicate with each other and forward packets to the destination. Each 
node in the network needs to identify a neighbour node which forwards its packets to final destination. The selection 
of neighbours is an important factor that affects the performance of the network. The proposed learning algorithm 
gives a method to rank the neighbours of a node and generate best topology for communication by interacting with 
the environment. Each node in the network learns the dynamically varying environment conditions of the node using 
Q learning algorithm. To improve the learning rate of each node, a hierarchal docition technique is applied. The 
network topology is logically divided into different layers starting from destination to the multiple sinks. In each 
layer, the algorithm identifies an expert node based on the learned q value. This expert node shares its experience 
with neighbouring nodes in the layer and improves the learning rate. The simulation results shows that the algorithm 
improve the performance of packet forwarding. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as: Section 2 which elaborates of the existing algorithms and the 
reinforcement learning applied in wireless network. Section 3 describes the model and algorithm of the learning 
scheme based on docition. Section 4 deals with the experimental results followed by conclusion. 
2. Related work 
One of the major issues in wireless ad hoc networking is to provide good the quality of service in the dynamically 
varying environment. Many algorithms have been employed to improve the quality of service in wireless 
communication.  In2,  authors describe a method for rate adaptation in a congested wireless network using two real 
time measurements of the network and achieved throughput improvement.  Diego Passos3 et al. proposed a joint 
rate adaptation technique in wireless mesh network. To compute optimal rate for each wireless link, the algorithm 
uses values collected by the routing algorithm. These algorithms are not able to adapt with the dynamicity of the 
wireless links quickly. Reinforcement learning4  is a machine learning technique in which the agent can interact 
with the environment and using the feedback signal obtained from the environment the agent can learn the 
characteristics of the environment. Reinforcement learning is applied to a wide variety of wireless networking 
problems and many algorithms are available improve routing decisions. 
Recent works explores the possibility of applying machine learning for optimal control problems such as routing 
in wireless networks. One of the most popular reinforcement learning techniques, Q-learning was the first to venture 
the routing problem in static networks5. But this work ignored the dynamic nature of networks when factors such as 
mobility and connectivity are considered. The advantage of Q-learning is that it can adapt to the dynamic 
environment through continuous interactions. There is no need of a teacher; instead a critic in form of reward signal  
can help the agent itself to judge its actions. Each agent with its limited knowledge of the environment can learn or 
gain more information about the network through many trial-errors. Independent Q-learning thus accounts for slow 
convergence and less accuracy. 
In6 an opportunistic routing using reinforcement learning is proposed based on success probability. This work 
uses receiver diversity gain in the distributed algorithm but not considers the congestion control aspect of the routing 
scenario.  Xianfu Chen7 et. al used the Q learning approach for power adaptation in a cognitive wireless mesh 
network. In 8 authors proposed a collaborative reinforcement learning to improve the manet routing performance. It 
uses feedback models to understand changes in environment but not guarantees the convergence to suboptimal 
solutions. In9 authors use q learning technique to adress routing issue in underwater sensor network. To select 
packet forwarders, they consider the residual energy of the nodes and it is used in reward function computation. This 
resulted in improvement of the lifetime of the network. Multiagent Q-learning10 is proposed to solve water resource 
management problem where multiple q learning units compute the potimal policy.  
The proposed work looks into how the exchange of information learned independently by the nodes (or agents) 
through docition among the hierarchy of nodes can lead to efficient routing followed by improved network 
performance. Hierarchy is defined based on the distance of nodes to the destination 
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3. Learning Model and Algorithms 
In a wireless network, group of nodes communicate with each other and forward others packet to the destination. 
Here we consider multi source single destination communication scenario. Each node in the network needs to 
identify a neighbour node to forward its packets to final destination. The selection of neighbours is an important 
factor that affects the performance of the network. The proposed learning algorithm gives a method to rank the 
neighbours of a node and generate best topology for communication by interacting with the environment. The 
traditional routing protocols could not adapt quickly to the changes in the network due to mobility of nodes or link 
failures. To capture the dynamism of the network and incorporate in the routing decisions, self learning capabilities 
are very effective.  As the wireless environment is changing over time, it is very difficult to provide supervision to 
the learning agent. Also unguided learning is difficult in this scenario. So we use a reinforcement learning model to 
interact with the environment and take actions based on the feedback signal. Reinforcement learning (RL) which is 
semi-supervised learning where there is no teacher but a critic who tells whether an action chosen was good or bad. 
RL technique is suited for solving optimal control problems such as routing problem because of its inherent 
advantages such as less memory and computational requirements. Also, it is highly flexible to the topology changes 
and produces optimal results 
 
 
Fig. 1. Hierarchical docition. 
The reinforcement based packet routing problem is formulated using a MDP (Markov Decision Process) 
framework represented as a <S, A, T, R >. S is the set of states. A is the set of actions. T is transition probability 
from current state s to new state s'. r is the reward or the feedback signal and Ȗ is the discount factor indicating the 
importance of immediate and future rewards in the problem. The markov decision process in each node of the 
network a follows 
S= {All nodes in the network} State of the nodes are also not fixed. IT is random from the whole set of nodes in the 
network 
A = {Possible neighbors of a node}. The set of actions is a stochastic set which varies over time 
T = Transition probability of changing from forwarder fi to fj 
R = the reward function which is used by the algorithm to rate each action 
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Algorithm 1: Independent Q-learning algorithm for learning data flow rate for selection of packet 
forwarder. 
1:  Input: States S = {Nodes in the network}, Actions A = {SUCCESS, FAILURE}, Reward R= 
{Mean throughput of the node}, Ȗ= 0.5, Į=0.6. 
2: Output: Nodes with learned data flow rates 
3: procedure Q LEARNING 
4: Initialize Q(s; a) to zero for all s; a; s ࣅS; a ࣅA 
5: for each packet at a node do 
6: s ĸ intermediate node where packet resides 
7: if (On a ĸ SUCCESS) then 
8: Observe resultant state s’ and reward R 
9: Update Q value as follows: 
10: ܳሺݏǡ ܽሻ ൌ ܳሺݏǡ ܽሻ ൅ ߙሾܴሺݏǡ ܽሻ ൅ ߛ݉ܽݔ௔ᇲܳሺݏᇱǡ ܽᇱሻ െ ܳሺݏǡ ܽሻሿ     
11: end if 
12: Choose next hop having highest Q value 
13: end for 
14: end procedure
Each node in the network learns its environment based on the q -learning  algorithm shown in Algorithm1. Q 
learning is a model-free reinforcement technique as the probabilities of transition from state to state and the reward 
function is unknown. Learning is based on the real-time experience known as the Q-values we gain using the Q 
update rule mentioned in Eqn. 1 where R(s, a) is the immediate reward or the feedback received from the 
environment. 
The main problem here is some of the nodes in the network has less experience in the network and they learn 
slowly. The convergence of the algorithm becomes slow. To improve the learning capacity, we use a docitive 
method which is a teacher learner paradigm. Expert node in the network teaches other nodes about their experience 
with the environment. To implement hierarchical docition effectively, we defined a hierarchy starting from the 
destination. All nodes which are direct neighbors of destination are level1 nodes. All neighbors of level 1 node who 
are not direct neighbors of destination form level 2 nodes. Similarly, level i+1 node are direct neighbors of level i 
nodes but they are not neighbors of previous levels. In each level, the algorithm elects a node with higher q value as 
the expert node by communicating with the previous level nodes. Q values are computed independently by nodes at 
each level in the hierarchy. This phase is known as forward exploration. The second phase is known as backward 
exploration where the more experienced nodes exchange the learned data flow rates with the less experienced nodes 
among the hierarchy of nodes known as hierarchical docition as illustrated in Fig. 1. As soon as the Q-value (Qf) of 
a node at a particular level gets updated during forward exploration, backward exploration takes place. The change 
in Q-value is shared with nodes in preceding levels and used by them for updating their Q-values (Qb). 
3.1. Independent Q-learning algorithm 
Q learning is a model-free reinforcement technique as the probabilities of transition from state to state and the 
reward function is unknown. Learning is based on the real-time experience technically known as the Q-values we 
gain using the Q update rule mentioned in Eqn. 1 where R(s, a) is the immediate reward or the feedback received 
from the environment. 
ܳሺݏǡ ܽሻ ൌ ܳሺݏǡ ܽሻ ൅ ߙሾܴሺݏǡ ܽሻ ൅ ߛ݉ܽݔ௔ᇲܳሺݏᇱǡ ܽᇱሻ െ ܳሺݏǡ ܽሻሿ     (1) 
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Algorithm 2: Hierarchical docition algorithm.  
 
1: Input: States S = {Nodes in the network}, Actions A = {SUCCESS; FAILURE}, Reward R= {Mean 
throughput of the node}, Ȗ = 0.5, Į=0.6. 
Qb = {Q values associated with backward exploration source ĸ sink} 
Qf = {Q values associated with forward exploration source ĺ sink} 
Direction = initially set as source ĺ sink 
2: Output: Nodes with learned data flow rates by docition 
3: procedure HIERARCHICAL DOCITION 
4: for each packet at a node do 
5: s ĸ intermediate node where packet resides 
6: if (On a ĸSUCCESS) then 
7: Observe resultant state; s’ and reward R 
8: Update Q value,Qf as follows:    
9: Calculate change in Q value ǻQ = ʜQnew – Qoldʜ 
10: Choose node with highest Q value in a layer as the expert node 
11: if (ǻQ > ࣄ) then 
12: Set Direction = source ĸsink 
13: Propagate this change ǻQ to expert node in previous level which is used to update the Q-value of last hop 
as follows: 
Qb=Qf+ ǻQ 
14: end if 
15: end if 
16: end for 
17: end procedure 
ܳሺݏǡ ܽሻ ൌ ܳሺݏǡ ܽሻ ൅ ߙሾܴሺݏǡ ܽሻ ൅ ߛ݉ܽݔ௔ᇲܳሺݏᇱǡ ܽᇱሻ െ ܳሺݏǡ ܽሻሿ 
Ȗ=0.5 is the discount factor and Į=0.6 is the learning rate chosen for the proposed work. The states are defined as 
the nodes at which the packet resides. Actions are defined as success and failure based on packet acknowledgement 
received. Each time a packet is transmitted successfully at an intermediate node, the Q-value gets updated based on 
above equation. Next time when a packet has to be forwarded, the intermediate hop having the best Q-value 
indicating the data flow rate that it can support is selected for routing. Thus we develop a routing strategy based on 
the learned data flow rates in the network nodes to yield improved network performance in terms of the throughput, 
packet loss and packet delay. 
3.2. Hierarchical docition algorithm 
A network can be structured into different levels based on their geographical distance to the sink node as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. After independent Q-learning has been executed, the nodes at each level have its own view of 
the wireless environment. Docition occurs at each level whereby the nodes share information with each other. 
Docition employed in based on Q values which is a function of success probability and delay. The node having the 
highest Q-value will be selected as the expert node. The expert node in each level keeps account of other node’s Q-
values which will be propagated to the expert node in the previous level in the hierarchy. This is repeated at each 
level and accordingly the Q-table gets updated. The nodes in the network then make use of this Q-table for packet 
forwarding. Thus learning among the nodes is made easier and more accurate by considering the view of each node 
in the network. 
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4. Simulation results 
For evaluating the performance of the learning and non-learning based routing protocols, NS-2 network simulator 
was used. Performance metrics throughput, packet loss and packet delay associated with the simulated wireless 
environment were analyzed. Traffic settings are shown in table 1. 
Table 1. Ns-2 Traffic settings. 
Parameters Values  
Simulation time 250 ms  
Terrain dimension (300m, 300m)  
Number of nodes 
Mobility 
Propagation model 
Antenna 
MAC type 
Queue size 
Routing protocol 
Traffic type 
Packet size 
Packet interval 
Noise 
7 
None 
TwoRayGround 
Omnidirectional 
802.11 
50 
Gpsr 
CBR over TCP 
1460 bytes 
2 s 
On 
 
 
A geographic based routing protocol was selected for testing. The protocol was tested in a multi source single 
destination scenario. The network performance for learning based routing protocol improved when compared to 
non-learning based routing protocol. For the learning based routing protocol, the average throughput was at its peak 
at the beginning of simulation but degrades towards the end. The packet loss also reduced though not to a great 
extent. The retransmissions in TCP led to reduced packet loss. The learning based protocol also reduced the average 
packet delay in the network. Thus, learning based protocol exhibits overall improved performance when compared 
to the non-learning based routing protocol. Table III illustrates the Q values computed online after execution of the 
hierarchical docition algorithm based on which the packet forwarding was conducted. 
5. Conclusion 
The paper proposed a Hierarchical docition based algorithm for learning the data flow rates in the network to 
improve QoS. Each node in the network learns about the environment using Q learning algorithm and rank the 
neighbors based on the Q value. To improve the learning rate and convergence, a docition technique is applied. The 
network topology is viewed as a hierarchy of nodes. Based on the Q value, a node in each level in the hierarchy is 
elected expert node. This expert nodes share its learned parameters to other neighboring nodes. A geographic based 
routing protocol was selected for testing the algorithm. Evaluating the network performance. Then performance 
metrics such as throughput, packet loss and delay of the same were analyzed using NS-2 network simulator. Results 
show that the geographical based routing with learning yielded better performance when compared to the one 
without any learning. 
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Fig 2. Average throughput 
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